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Abstract 
Acousttc znterface w a v ~ s  have been recorded lozth a bottom deployed atousttr alruy ut ~ t t f r u l  locattons Htgh 
resolutzon a r r a ~  processzng technzque (Prony) zs used to estrmate ~eloctty L F I  sltr frtyvenr y for the 7ntrrfacc waves. 
An znversron scheme based general lznearzzatzon zs used to obtazn sstimutcr of shertr ~elorzty us fttnrtron of depth 
The data collectzon mrth subsequent processzng and znterpretatzon 2s zntend~d for ol~trot~onol use rii conjunctton wrth 
normal ~efmctzon strnreyang ustng the same equzpment. Thzs paper dtscvss~s surtey dtsigri 711 ttr ms of ineastrmble 
shear uelocztzes, depth of tnvestzgatzon and resolutzon as functzon of frequency utid or-ruy configumtion Examples 
of processzng and znterpretatzon of field data are presented 

1. Introduction 
Marine refraction seismic surveys are usually done w ~ t h  a linear arra! of 11) clropl~ones and an ' e\plosi\-es" t> pe 
source for generation of the refracted waves In the sea floor Tlie refracted arrltalz are then plcked as the first 
break, and est imat~on of compressional wave velocit j~(z~~) and t1i1ckne.i~ together nit11 c11p 1.i determined for the 
different layers within the sediment [I] 

The refraction technique gives however no i i l for~llat~o~i of the shear u a l r  ~ e l o c l t j  4ructure ~n the bottom and 
for many applications shear ~nformation 1s very useful Tlie shear modulus of the I>ottom 1s ler! iillportant for 
underwater acoustic ~ r o ~ a g a t i o n  For geotechn~cal use ~t 1s important that acoustic *hear llrodulus of the hotton1 
mater~a l i s  related to  the strength, although the cli~ect relation IS generall\ not 1;nonn .4nothe1 a t t r a c t i ~ e  feature IS 

that  shear wave veloc~ty 1s often a better sed~~nei l t  ~dentifier than the rompies+~onal u ave ~ e l o r ~ t )  Several d~fferent 
sed~ment types may have q u ~ t e  s~mi la r  coinpress~onal wave \pelocity (e g (-la\ /silt/\and) but rcr\ diffeient values 
for the  shear velocity 

A well known terhn~que for measuring the &ear wave veloc~t\ stlurtnre of the .-?a Roo1 15 based on the 
measurement and analysis of the se~smo-acoust~c ~nterface waves In the crlrlent 1,ro)c.ct we ha\ c ~nod~f ied  the da ta  
gathering and analys~s of the refract~on Jurveys to allow for the recording and anal! 51s of acou\tlc interface waves 
without interference with the refract1011 su~vey  The mall1 mocl~ficat~on 1. e\tcncl~ng the rerorchng tlme, whlch 
allows recording of the late arrivals wrth In wave field hlocl~ficatioi~ of gain and filtrr s e t t ~ n g ~ .  a701ds saturation 
and provides the record~ng of the ~nterfarr  \va\ps In t h ~ s  paper the dez1g11 of 1 1 1 ~  nrrav and the proresslng to  
establ~sh shear wave parameters are rIe~cr~I~erl  together w ~ t h  results from three ficld .111\e>z 

2. Theoretical aspects 
The seismo-aroust~cal ~nterface waves h e l o ~ ~ g  to a class of  slo\~l!. prol)agaling ~vavc?; at 111t. intrrfac-r I~etwcen t.uro 
media, t,hey are thereforp oft,en c-allcrl I)onnrlary \~a\~c,s or jnst ii~trrfac.(% \vavrxs. ' fhc Sc.lloltc n-avc Iwlongs to  t,his 
class and pr0pagat.e~ at, t.he h o ~ ~ n d a r y  I ~ e t ~ v r e ~ ~  ;I solitl and l i ( l~~id  ( r . ~ .  \vat('r and serli~nc~nts). 'l'he r)roperties of 
the Scholte wave rail I)e sntnmarizrtl as ([2].[:1] ;lnrl [I] ) :  
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It has a rotational particle movement in the sagital plane 

If the shear wave velocity is varying with depth, the Scholte wave becomes d~spersive 

It is generated by a source close to, or at the sea floor 

The radiated pressure can be recorded by hydrophones close to or at the sea floor 

The velocity of the Scholte wave is approximately 0.9 times the shear velocity 

The frequency dependent velocity (dispersion) can be estimated from the recorded t,ime signals, and there exists 
algorithms for inverting the dispersion curves to shear wave velocity ( u s )  as funct,ion of tlept,h [5] and hence 
converting this to dynamic shear modulus ( p )  also as function of depth. Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the 
working process to establish such estimates in addition to ordinary refraction analysis. 

Figure 1: Flowchart of the processing refraction seismic data wit,li extended recording time. 

2.1. Survey design 
The recorded wave field can either be processed using single- or mu l t~  sensor processing techn~ques for est~niation 
of the dispersion curves. In the research community the multiple filter analysis [6] has been used extens~vely 
The method gives an estimate of group velocity as a function of frequency. Slnce the method is a smgle sensor 
technique it suffers from problems like lack of resolution (veloc~ty versus frequency) and ~t produces an average 
velocity estimate between source and receiver This problems can be avoided by the use of the multi-sensor, h ~ g h  
resolution estimators like the Prony method. The Prony method is based on wave number e s t~ma t~on  from the 
signal recorded within the array, and represent therefor local estimate of the dispersion beneath the array. There 
are no problem with lack of resolution in velocity estimates. However, to use such a method, the array must be 
design to ensure a proper sampling of the wave field 

In general the receiver spacing (Az) determ~nes the lower limit of shear wave veloc~ty which can be esti- 
mated. Since this parameter also are the target of the ~nvestigat~ons a nllnlrnunl veloc~ty (IJ, , ,~, ,)  11~s to be 
pred~cted/assumed. From this assumption one can derive the recelver spacing which must be equal or less then 
half a wavelength at the highest frequency of lnvestigat~on (f,,,): 

Assuming that v,,,,, 1s equal to 100 m/s, and that f,,, = 20 Hz, the receiver spaclng Ax < 2 5 meters. The 
distance from the source to the last recelver (R) is depending upon the attenuation of the waver, 1x1 the sed~~llents 



Here, it is assumed that the signal must be detected before the trans~nission loss (TL)  is less than 20 dB, and 
using the absorption factor a, = 0.002 dB/m per. Hz [7]. The distance is determn~ed by: 

At fmaX = 20 Hz, R = 500 meters. 
In many cases a certain distance between the source and the array is required, to separate the waterborne and 

interface arrivals to avoid aliasing in the (w - K-domain). Aliasing causes m ~ s  interpretat1011 ar~d occur when the 
surrounding environment is hard. The array length is given by L = (M - 1) .Ax ,  and it follows from eq. 2 and 1 
that the source datum distance (SRD) is: 

S R D S R - ( M - l ) A x = -  ( 2 % - ( M - l ) . , ,  
2 . fmo+ 

(3) 

Using M = 48 receivers and the other parameters a9 described earlier SRD 5 382 meters Bg use of the earlier 
assumptions, the minimum recording time becomes. 

Hence, t,,, 2 5.5 seconds. In general we have used 8 seconds in our experiments. 

2.2. Est imat ion of dispersion curves a n d  inversion 
The Prony method is a so called multi-sensor technique, that is a technique that makes use of an array of receivers 
to estimate the phase velocity as function of frequency. If N time samples has been recorded with M different 
receivers (receiver spacing Ax), the Prony method estimates the wave numbers K These can further be converted 
to phase velocity as function of frequency. The Prony method is determ~nistic, arid the bignal model for a certain 
frequency is [a]: 

P 

sm = C h, . np(mAx+xo) 

p= 1 
(5) 

Here, h, contains the magnitude and phase for the mode p, while K;, is the wave number carrying the velocity 
information for the same mode. The recorded signal s ( t ,  x) in time and space, may he seen as a two dimensional 
Fourier transform, where A(w, K) is the response of the formation. Mathematically thls 1s expressed as: 

Eq.6 is continuous both In frequency and wave number. In most cases, only a Im~~tecl number of modes are of 
interest. In addition, the frequency domain is hand limited. Therefore eq lj can be rewr~tten as 

Here, D represents the discrete and dom~nating modes. The bandwidth of inspection 1s set to The algorithm 
for determining the velocity starts w~th-a Fourier transform of each timeserlev correspondi~ig to the M recorded 
channels. The auto-covar~ance matrix (B), are calculated for each of the frequency-space vectors After establishing 
the auto-covar~ance ma t r~x  we have a set of linear equations: 

where 6 is the model error. The solution g is further processed to ie [a] The phase veloc~ty as funct~on of frequency 
(e.g. the dispersion turve) is then: 

2xf 
Vdrspers :on  = - rZ (9) 

The inversion process, as described in figure 1, is a typical minimization problem, where the object function is 
the the difference between the measured and a computed dispersion curves. The algorithm used for the inversion 
is the one presented by Caiti et. al [5]. The shear wave velocity and the shear modulus is related through. 

Here, p(z) IS the density profile. This is not always known, but we have usually some knowledge about the 
sediments to make an assumption. From the Ranheim experiment the density profile is known from the geotechnical 
investigations. 
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Table 1: Recording parameters of the different experiments. 

3. Result from three field surveys 
During the last three years we have performed three field surveys. Two have been carr~ed out 111 the Trondhelm 
fjord, at  Orkanger in August 1994 and at Ranheim In December 1994 [9] The thlrd experiment was performed at  
Sandvik on the island Bland in Sweden in October 1996. All the experiments were done in shallow water and close 
to land. In the Trondhe~m fJord, one array of 24 receivers was used, wh~le the Sandvik exper~inent was conducted 
with an array of 48 receivers. The receiver spacing was 2.5 meters, and "explosive" charges of slze 25-300 grams 
have been used as sources. The parameters of each of the presented shots are glven 111 table 1, and a s ~ d e  view of 
a typical recording IS shown In figure 2. 

- 

Ax [m] 
2.5 
2 5 
2.5 
2.5 

Experiment 
Orkanger 
Ranheim 

Sandvik 

Recording unit 

Charge size [g] 
200 
300 
200 
100 

Nick name 
Ork5 
Ran7 
Ran16 
p437 

Datum ( x 4 )  

SRD [m] 
145 
323 
165 
160 

Receivers 
24 
24 
24 
48 

- ShotpointO - Army of 48 receivers, Ax-2.5 meters 

f, kHz] 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Figure 2: Side view of a typical recording (from the Sandv~k experiment 1996). 

3.1. The Orkanger experiment 
The survey was performed in a natural river delta at  Ribygda. Geotechnical investigations made close to the 
actual site uncovered sediments containing sand and gravel. Deposits of silt and fine sands was found both on top 
of and as thin layers buried within the sea bed [9]. Figure 3(a) shows the dispersion curve obtained with the Prony 
method using p = 6 .  The first two modes are interpreted (d = 1 and d = 2). The fundamental mode (d = 1) 
has been used for the inversion. The result of the inversion is shown in figure 3(b), as shear wave velocity as  
function of depth (left) and as shear modulus (right). The shear modulus is obt,ained using a iso-density profile of 
1800kg/m3. The shear profile shows a 3 - 4 meter thick loose layer on top of harder sediments. This is consistent 
with a layer of silt above sand and gravel. 

3.2. The Ranheim experiment 
From the Ranheim experiment, results from two shots are shown (Ran 7 and Ran 16). The dispersion curve from 
shot Ran 7 is shown in figure 4(a). Two modes has been interpreted, only the fundainental nlode (d=l)  have 
been used in the inversion. (The same has been done for shot Ran 16). The obtained shear n~odulus profiles are 
shown in figure 4(b), together with the geotechnical measured shear modulus (G,,,) derived using the relations 
by Hardin and Black (0) and Hardin (x) [9]. The agreement between the two independent rneasure~llent techniques 
are quite good for Ran 7, while it has a deviating fit below 6 meters in case of Ran 16. Ran 16 is performed a.cross 
the direction of deposition. The shot was made with an angle between the shot point and the array. Even after 
compensation for this angle, it is not possible to correct for the fact that the hard sediments a,re shallower around 



Shear wave velocilv Shear modulus 

Frequency [Hz] 

Figure 3: a) Interpreted dispersion curve using Prony. b) Left: Inverted shear wave velocity profile. Right: Shear 
modulus profile 
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Figure 4: Result form the Ranheim experiment;a) Interpreted dispersion curve using Prony on Ran7. b) Inverted- 
shear modulus profiles compared with geotechnical data Left: Ran 7,  Right: Ran 16 

the shot point than it is around the deployed array. This explains the disagreement between t.he modulus of Ran 
7 and Ran 16, and hence the difference between Ran 16 and the G,,, measurements. . 

3.3. The Sandvik experiment 
The Sandvik experiment was conducted to record both compressional and ~nterface waves Figure 5(a) shows a 
typical time recording after filtering with a 30 Hz FIR (low pass) filter. The interface waves are found between 
0.4 - 1.5 seconds. The corresponding dispersion curve is shown in figure 5(b) The dispers~on curve has been 
inverted from 10 - 20 Hz, and the resulting shear wave velocity and shear modulus profile 1s found in figure 6. 
The shear modulus profile is generated using a iso-density profile of 2000kg/m3 The cl~sperslon below 10 Hz was 
not taken into account since this part might be influenced by aliasing due to interaction between waterborne and 
interface waves. The result from the standard refraction seismic analysis is plotted In figure 6. The colnparison 
between shear wave and the compressional wave velocity shows that there is better resolutio~l in the shear wave 
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Time [s] Frequency [Hz] 

Figure 5: Result form the Sandvlk experiment; a) Time series of profile p437 b) D~sperslon curve using Prony 

velocity in the upper sediments. 
To increase the information about the area data acquired with a bottom penetratmg parametr~c sonar [lo], 

Topas, (Simrad Norge) was available. The data were recorded uslng a Rickert wavelet a9 source pulse w ~ t h  a center 
frequency of 5 kHz. The data were taken several hundred meters south-west of profile p437, but dose to the other 
three profiles. A stacked, ampldied and processed signal from this system IS shown 111 figure 7(a) Several reflectors 
have been interpreted, shown in 7(b). The reflector B defines the sea bottom. Tlie water depth 1s estunated to be 
in the range of 12.9 - 11.8 meters (using up = 1450 m/s). The bottom is quite hard In this area and only small 
amounts of energy has penetrated into the sediments. The reflector R1 determines the depth of the first layer , 
the depth is less than a meter uslng up = 1700 m/s, while R2 is the lower boundary of l ay~r  two, using up = 2200 
m/s, this layer is 3 meter thick. There are just small variations in layer th~ckness for l~oth  these layers Tlie MB 
reflector is just a multiple reflection of the sea bottom. The Topas has here been used as a bottom profiler, the 
result gains no further knowledge about the area than already achieved by the refraction measure~nents If the 
Topas had been used in a sweep modus, covering the area with angle dependent reflect~ons/l~acliscatter, such data 
could have been used for estimation of compressional wave velocity and layer thickness, but 111 this experiment 
this could be difficult due to the hard environment. 

Shear modulus 

Figure 6: Result from the Sandvik experiment Left: Shear wave velocity Center Shear modulus R ~ g h t  Com- 
pressional wave velocity. All as function of depth. 



Figure 7: Processed Topas data. a) un-interpreted b) interpreted ( ~ n  color on PC-wreen) 

4. Discussion 
The high resolution spectral estimators like the Prony method reduces the problem of averagnlg \.elocity est~mates 
between source and receiver. The of resolution is increased, but with the result of increased compntat~onal cost. 
If one uses statlstlcal methods the energy content can be estimated for the d~fferent modes, and the attenuat~on 
factors can be estimated as function of frequency. With an inversion techn~que for this parameter one could galn 
further knowledge about the upper sediments. 

In the Ranheim experiment we have shown that the described technique fits q u ~ t e  well w ~ t h  geotechnical data 
The shot must be set off in the in-line direction of the array. Further more. if the env~ronment 1s laterally changing 
the size of the array must be small compared to these changes, since the forward   nod el is based on plane layering 
Therefor, if the environment is not piece-wise lateral plane layered, erroneous estimates will appear as results. 
To ensure good qual~ty information the method should be combined with cor~ng, but the nurnber of cores can be 
reduced. The result will be a continuous profile of shear wave velocity and co~n~ress~onal  wave velocity that can 
be correlated with the coring, resulting in a high quality identification of the different sed~meilt layers. 

As seen from the Sandvik experiment the method glves h~gher resolution In the upper seclm~ents than what 
could have been achieved w ~ t h  only ordinary refraction seismic methods Therefor t h ~ s  method can be used for 
better classificat~on of the sea floor content in the top 10-20 meters. If the sed~lnents are hard (hke at  Sandv~k) 
the distance between the source and the array must be ~ncreased to separate the different arrlbals In t ~ m e  to avo~d 
aliasing effects. However, this problem have only appeared in the Sandvlk ~ x p e ~ ~ m e n t ,  ~t 15 no problems In the 
loose areas in the Trondheim fiord. The problem has trigged the ~ d e a  of build~ng an equ~prn~llt  with adjustable 
recelver spacing and source-array spacing. Such an array could be optinlized to the actual env~ronment, and 
combined with a source who generates less waterborne arrivals, like a v~hrator The source mergy w~l l  then be 
coupled ~ n t o  the sed~ments and reduce the waterborne part of the wave field 

The Prony method is also able to reveal more than the fundamental ~nterface wave mode In figure 3 (a) and 
4 (a) two modes are ~nterpreted. Attempts to include such modes In the lilverslon [Ill ,  shows that the esttlnates 
for the deeper sed~ments becomes more rehable. The resolution of the upper sed~~nents depends on the h~ghest 
frequency in the analys~s and thereby the receiver spaclng (eq.1). By des~gn~ng a tool w ~ t h  the appropr~ate settings, 
a new flexible equipment would provide velocity estimates lower than 100m/s (eq 1) 

In future we will contmue the work on development of processing techn~ques for analysis of hydrophone data as 
well as data recorded on three component geophones. A study of how the method funct~ons 111 laterally changing 
environment is also necessary. This can be done with scaled models In laboratory or by nu~ner~cal model~ng. We 
have also started work wh~ch will investigated the the performance of the method 111 transversally ~ ~ n s o t r o p ~ c  
materials. 

The method is well suited for investigations of cables and pipe-line routes as well as for evaluat~ou of areas for 
placing sub-sea ~nstallations. 
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5. Conclusions 
In this paper we have presented results from three field surveys. The data has been gathered with a linear 
hydrophone array deployed on the sea floor and with "explosives" as source. The recording time has been increased 
compared with standard refraction seismic survey to capture seismo-acoustical interface waves. 

The data has been analyzed using standard refraction seismic methods, as well as we have applied more 
advanced processing algorithm to extract dispersion curves from the interface waves. The dispersion curves has 
been used as input to general linearization inversion. 

The results of the inversion shows that there are more variations in shear wave velocity as function of depth, 
than it is for compressional waves. This result is important and shear wave velocity should be taken into account in 
sea floor classification and characterization. In the case of the Ranheim experiment the results has been compared 
with data from standard geotechnical investigations. The agreement between the different measurement techniques 
is good. We believe that there are potential in this technique to improve the classification and t,he characterization 
of the upper sea floor. 
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